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Call for Applications: 

Household Hazardous Waste Events – Fiscal Year 2023 

The Central Texas Council of Governments (CTCOG) Solid Waste Advisory Committee (SWAC) is 

requesting applications from cities or counties interested in hosting a Household Hazardous 

Waste (HHW) collection event during FY 2023.  Fiscal Year 2023 begins on September 1, 2022. 

This application is due back to CTCOG staff no later than August 1, 2022. The SWAC will vote to 

select events at their next meeting, tentatively scheduled for September 15, 2022 at the CTCOG 

offices. Be prepared to have a representative present to answer questions regarding your site or 

your ability to contribute funds or labor. Note that on page three of the application form is a 

selection of background information and lessons learned. 

Please contact James McGill if you have any questions: james.mcgill@ctcog.org or (254)-770-

2366. 
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE EVENT 
Application for FY 2022 

 

Applications are due to CTCOG by 5 P.M. on August 1, 2022. You may send 
them via email to james.mcgill@ctcog.org, or mail a hard copy to: 
 
Central Texas Council of Governments 
Attn: James McGill, Solid Waste Coordinator 
2180 N. Main Street 
Belton, Texas 76513 
 
CTCOG is located at 2180 North Main Street in Belton, Texas. For directions, 
please call (254) 770-2200. Applicants should attend the September 2022 
meeting of the Central Texas Council of Governments Solid Waste Advisory 
Committee, in order to present a tentative plan for the event, explain why their 
location should be selected, and to answer questions from the committee. The 
meeting will be at 10:00 and be held at the CTCOG offices.  The Solid Waste 
Committee will select the event locations based on the cases presented and 
funding levels. 
 
Please fill out the questions below to explain why your entity should host a HHW 
event and attach any support documentation that is appropriate. Additional 
space for questions can be found on page 5 of this application.  

 
1. What is the name of your entity (City/County)? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Has your City/County ever held a Household Hazardous Waste Event?   

☐ Yes  ☐ No  

• If so, during which fiscal years? (List a maximum of 3) 

________________________________________________ 

 

3. If selected to host an event, how many people do you anticipate will attend?  

Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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4. In order of priority, list 3 dates between January 1, 2023 and August 31, 2023 

when the event might take place, keeping in mind that a minimum 45 day 

advance notice to TCEQ is required. 

1._____________________    

2._____________________  

3._____________________ 

 

5. Please provide the physical address of the event and describe the facility (how 

big it is, how much land surrounds it, how accessible to main highways, etc.) 

where the event would be held. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Please list below the amount of funds your entity is requesting from CTCOG to 

support your event. In addition, please indicate the amount of funding that your 

city or county is willing to contribute towards the cost of the event. (Example, 

dollar amounts for HHW contractor, tire collection, electronics recycling, etc). 

Note: Each county/city is expected to provide the volunteers necessary to 

operate the event if possible.  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held in 

your city/county. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty: City of Hamilton
	 List a maximum of 3: 2011, 2016, 2019
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer: 193 vehicles are anticipated to attend. I averaged the number from the events in 2011, 2016, and 2019.
	fill_0: 
	fill_1: 
	fill_2: 
	fill_3: 
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	3: April 15, 2023
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	fill_11: 
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	fill_22: 
	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty: In 2023, it will be 4 years since our last hazardous waste event. The event is greatly needed in Hamilton
	fill_23: County. The numerous remodeling projects in the community have resulted in many citizens calling City Hall
	fill_24: to inquire about properly disposing of hazardous waste. Many citizens need to dispose of items such as old
	fill_25: cars, batteries, tires, paint and various chemicals that our current trash service will not remove. Our concern 
	fill_26: is that these items will end up being disposed of in an unsafe and improper manner.
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty_F0: City of Killeen
	 List a maximum of 3_F1: 2020,2021,2022
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer_F2: 350 to 450, based on previous years' participation. 
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	where the event would be held_F12: The collection event would be held in the parking lot of the Killeen Special Events Center located at
	fill_4_F13: 3601 South W.S. Young Dr, Killeen. This large parking lot can accommodate the contractor site as well as provides 
	fill_5_F14: significant space for a vehicle queuing area to get patrons off the main roadway. It is less than one half
	fill_6_F15: mile South from I-14 (Hwy 190) on a major thoroughfare, W.S. Young Dr.               
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	Note Each countycity is expected to provide the volunteers necessary tooperate the event if possible_F24: $25,000 towards the cost of the contractor, $1,000 for used motor oil, battery, and anti-freeze recycling    
	fill_15_F25: cost, $1,400 for advertising.
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	fill_17_F27: The City of Killeen is asking for $15,000 in grant funding to assist in the overall cost of this event.       
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	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty_F33: a. The City of Killeen (CoK) along with the adjacent City of Harker Heights, and      
	fill_23_F34: nearby Copperas Cove and Nolanville make up the largest population
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	fill_38_F49: paint, which will reduce costs.
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	fill_40_F51: d. The City of Killeen will provide additional newspaper advertising for the event 
	fill_41_F52: in the Killeen Daily Herald at least two advertisements of ¼ page minimum, each.
	fill_42_F53: The City also uses other media, including an electronic billboard, City cable
	fill_43_F54: channel, City Facebook, and City Website, to spread the word on the event. 
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty_F105: Temple/Bell
	 List a maximum of 3_F106: Annually since 2003
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer_F107: 682. (we have increased by 5% annually and last year we had a record 650)
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	3_F116: 
	where the event would be held_F117: The event is held at 3210 E. Ave H in Temple. This is the Public Works Department service
	fill_4_F118: center and admin building. The area under the carport is perfect for Stericycle to tape off and collect
	fill_5_F119: their items. Also, the area coming into the center does allow the wrap around of vehickles
	fill_6_F120: to keep the line for posing any safety/traffic concerns. Upon entering the gated area, the traffic is 
	fill_7_F121: forked off to allow those with tires to split off, deal with the tires, and then join back in line. 
	fill_8_F122: With plenty of staff on hand, that is not an issue. The traffic is then routed to the other vendors. 
	fill_9_F123: Once all the tiems are dropped off, the traffice is then directed to the exit which flows right 
	fill_10_F124: onto the 363 Loop service road. (See attached map)
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	Note Each countycity is expected to provide the volunteers necessary tooperate the event if possible_F129: $15,000.00 is being requested from CTCOG. FY22 (Oct. 23, 2021) cost a total of $105,937.90. 
	fill_15_F130: The City does get a donation of $50,000.00 from Waste Management. The cost last year breakdown
	fill_16_F131: was $5,000 for the 2 tire trailers, $800 for the Computer Crushers (electronic collection) and the final 
	fill_17_F132: invoice from Waste Management for $35,137.90 getting to the total of $105,937.90.
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	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty_F138: The City of Temple partners with their landfill contract provider for an annual HHW event. 
	fill_23_F139: The contract covers the event for Temple residents for the most part. Temple would like to keep 
	fill_24_F140: the event open to our 7-county region as much as a much needed disposal and education 
	fill_25_F141: oppertunity. Temple houses the landfill in our region with the exception of Fort Hood, therfore, Temple
	fill_26_F142: is the proime location to host an event that allows the residents of the 7-county region to 
	fill_27_F143: participate. 
	fill_28_F144: Temple hosts an annual HHW event so there is experience in set-up and activity. It is also one of the 
	fill_29_F145: larger cities where residents of the area shop and find medical services. The request for funding
	fill_30_F146: assistance is to keep the event open to our region. Temple pays for the bulk of the event, and 
	fill_31_F147: provides an abundance of volunteers and paid staff. 
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	Additional Space for Answers_F174: Temple provides for own advertising, tires, used motor oil, filters, antifreeze, automative
	fill_58_F175: batteries, electronic and prescription drug vendors. Temple is a great location as a City, as 
	fill_59_F176: well as the layout of the event. One way flow of traffic, including a space to split off those that 
	fill_60_F177: have one specific item. 
	fill_61_F178: The partnership with the landfill operator and other entities to host is strong. Temple appreciates
	fill_62_F179: the ability to partner with CTCOG to assist in gathering information. City leadership welcomes
	fill_63_F180: the oppertunity to host this event for our citizens, community and surrounding areas. 
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty_F210: City of Troy
	 List a maximum of 3_F211: 
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer_F212: The City of Troy estimates about 150 people would participate in the event.  The city's current population
	fill_0_F213: is approximately 3,000.  If 5% of the current population participates, it will equal about 150 people.  To our
	fill_1_F214: knowledge, the City of Troy has never held a household hazardous waste event, so we would anticipate
	fill_2_F215: a robust response from the community.
	fill_3_F216: 
	Yes_F217: Off
	No_F218: Yes
	1_F219: March 25, 2023
	2_F220: April 15, 2023
	3_F221: June 3, 2023
	where the event would be held_F222: 402 East Main Street, Troy, TX.  The site is the location of a former middle school which was torn down years
	fill_4_F223: ago.  However, the paved area remains and has two entrances.  The paved area is about 5 acres, and has more 
	fill_5_F224: area that is grass.  The two entrances would allow for a one-way flow of traffic to be created, and the depth 
	fill_6_F225: of the paved surface will likely prevent any back up of vehicles from interfering with traffic on Main Street.
	fill_7_F226: The Troy Independent School District owns the property and has given consent for its use in the event.
	fill_8_F227: 
	fill_9_F228: Should the above location be unavailable for the event, the City of Troy City Hall parking area could be
	fill_10_F229: used.  The address is 201 E. Main Street.  The parking lot surrounds the building.  Signs and cones 
	fill_11_F230: could be used to create a one-way traffic flow around the building.  
	fill_12_F231: 
	fill_13_F232: The City of Troy welcomes advice in this regard should the grant be awarded.
	fill_14_F233: 
	Note Each countycity is expected to provide the volunteers necessary tooperate the event if possible_F234: The City of Troy is requesting $15,000 from CTCOG to support the event.  The City will commit $7,500 to the
	fill_15_F235: event as well.  Additionally, the City would cover all costs of advertising and signage in addition to the $7,500.
	fill_16_F236: 
	fill_17_F237: The City of Troy has staffing available to support the event.  Since we do not have any experience with HHW
	fill_18_F238: events, we would welcome information about the types of activities that will require personnel support so
	fill_19_F239: we can plan accordingly.
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	fill_21_F241: We anticipate the need to cap the amount of materials received to stay within budget.  The event will be 
	fill_22_F242: advertised as "First Come, First Served" and will end when the amount of refuse meets the budget allowed.
	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty_F243: The City of Troy has never held a Hazardous Household Waste event, and would very much like to provide
	fill_23_F244: this resource to our community.  The HHW Event would help prevent hazardous materials from being
	fill_24_F245: introduced into the landfill by giving residents an opportunity to appropriately dispose of such materials.
	fill_25_F246: Without this avenue of disposal, residents will use their regular trash routines to get rid of refuse that 
	fill_26_F247: should be processed in a more environmentally safe manner.
	fill_27_F248: 
	fill_28_F249: In addition to environmental concerns, there are also life safety and fire safety considerations to such an
	fill_29_F250: event.  When residents are able to appropriately dispose of hazardous chemicals and items, it reduces the
	fill_30_F251: risk of accidental exposures and ingestion of these poisonous items.  Further, the reduction of chemicals that
	fill_31_F252: are combustible or flammable can reduce the risk of fire and the potential that a fire could become explosive
	fill_32_F253: or more difficult to manage.
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty_F315: Bell County
	 List a maximum of 3_F316: Tires ONLY- every year
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer_F317: 150-300 people in two day event. 
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	where the event would be held_F327: 301 West Loop 363, Belton Texas
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	Note Each countycity is expected to provide the volunteers necessary tooperate the event if possible_F339: Requesting $4,000.00 from SWAC for a TIRES ONLY event. 
	fill_15_F340: Bell County will donate $2000.00 to the event plus advertising. 
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	fill_21_F346: 
	fill_22_F347: 
	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty_F348: Bell County is the central most county of the SWAC.
	fill_23_F349: Previous events proved to be extremely successful with larger turnouts between 100-300 cars or trailers. 
	fill_24_F350: We usually fill both 52' trailers in one day and have to haul surplus of tires over next few weeks. 
	fill_25_F351: 
	fill_26_F352: We usually collect close to 2000 tires from surrounding areas. At least 10% are larger tractor tires which do
	fill_27_F353: fit into trailer and will be hauled off separately. 
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	What is the name of your entity CityCounty_F420: Lampasas County
	 List a maximum of 3_F421: 2021-2022
	Please provide an explanation on how you got your answer_F422: 150 - 200 cars. Last year, when the City of Kempner hosted they had 116 cars. This event was closed early 
	fill_0_F423: to stay within budget. This year the County of Lampasas is taking over and committing more funding. With
	fill_1_F424: greater awareness of the event and more funds we anticipate an increase in vehicles coming. 
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	3_F431: 3/25/2023
	where the event would be held_F432: Kempner City Hall, where the event was held last year. We had a good flow of traffic and it went smoothly
	fill_4_F433: The City hall offers covered parking that is effectively used for the collection regardless of weather, there are
	fill_5_F434: bathrooms in city hall for the volunteers and staff, and the same drive through process that was used last year
	fill_6_F435: should work again. It is right off of US Hwy 190 so easy access, but being in the city speed limits are only 
	fill_7_F436: 45 mph. Kempner Police will be there along with County Sheriffs officers to help control traffic and the roads 
	fill_8_F437: that surround city hall will provide enough space to ensure backing up on 190 does not happen. There will
	fill_9_F438: be one entrance and exit as last year. 
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	Note Each countycity is expected to provide the volunteers necessary tooperate the event if possible_F444: Lampasas County is requesting $15,000 to fund the event. The county is prepared to match those funds to
	fill_15_F445: ensure this is a successful event but the county is still a smaller population county so this is still be big hit to 
	fill_16_F446: the budget. The help from CTCOG and SWAC is essential to the success of this event. But it is a needed
	fill_17_F447: event for the safety and health of our community and one that Lampasas County is willing to support. 
	fill_18_F448: Lampasas can confidently say that $5,000 to $10,000 is doable, and that up to possibly $15,000 if absolutely 
	fill_19_F449: necessary for the success of this event can come from the County. 
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	Please elaborate on specific reasons why the collection event should be held inyour citycounty_F453: In February 2022 the City of Kempner hosted the first HHW collection event. With 116 cars, brought 10,568
	fill_23_F454: pounds of hazardous waste, or 5.284 tons. For a first even this was a huge help to the clean up of our community.
	fill_24_F455: With the dramatic growth we are experiencing in this county it is essential that this clean up continue for the
	fill_25_F456: health and safety of our community and our first responders. As such we want to build on last years success
	fill_26_F457: and keep having this event to ensure we spread the word to others and keep the clean up going!
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